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The artificial synthesis of medicinal compounds that are typically
derived from natural sources helps scientists to better understand
how they function and deduce whether they can be enhanced.
Unfortunately, the work involved in synthesising such natural
compounds and their analogues is extremely difficult. Professor
Hyun-Joon Ha and his team from Hankuk University of Foreign
Studies in the Republic of Korea are exploring ways to transform
compounds called aziridines into a range of biologically active
molecules.

From Aziridines to Alkaloids
A class of nitrogen-containing organic
compounds, known as ‘alkaloids’,
represent the majority of all naturally
occurring medicinal compounds – from
morphine to numerous anti-cancer
drugs. Alkaloids have repeatedly
been shown to treat a large variety of
ailments and conditions. Unfortunately,
the supply of naturally occurring
compounds is very limited. Additionally,
in the case of many alkaloids, the way in
which they function is largely a mystery.
Artificially synthesising alkaloids is
one way to address the short supply
of these important compounds, while
also providing scientists with a better
understanding of how they work. The
path, however, to prepare copies of
naturally occurring alkaloids involves
multiple stages and is quite challenging.
Part of the challenge is due to the
complex ‘stereochemistry’ of alkaloids.
Stereochemistry refers to the relative
spatial arrangement of atoms within
a molecule. It describes how two
molecules made up of the same number
and types of atoms can, for example,

exist as a ‘left-hand’ version and a ‘righthand’ version. In this analogy, both
hands have the same number and types
of fingers, but they have different threedimensional structures.
Stereochemistry is a fundamental
component of biological systems.
With the multitude of biochemical
processes taking place at any given
time, stereochemistry allows for control
over which processes are triggered.
This can be realised if a biochemical
process requires a specific ‘hand’, in
other words, a molecule with a unique
three-dimensional form, in the same
way as a mechanical lock requires a
specific key. This is why all biologically
active alkaloids have stereochemical
properties: to ensure greater control.
A significant challenge faced by
synthetic chemists is that the pathway
needed to produce the desired ‘hand’
often results in a mixture of both right
and left hands. When both versions of
a molecule are produced in the same
mixture then considerable effort is
required to separate them.
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To get a head-start, some chemists start
with smaller, more readily available
compounds that already have some of
the stereochemistry required to build
the desired version of an alkaloid.
Professor Hyun-Joon Ha and his team
from the Hankuk University of Foreign
Studies in the Republic of Korea are
interested in the development of
new routes to alkaloids, by starting
the synthetic process from a class of
compounds known as ‘aziridines’.
Left- and Right-hand Aziridines
Aziridines are compounds containing
a ring composed of two carbon atoms
and one nitrogen atom. They, like
alkaloids, can possess stereochemical
properties. Some aziridines can exist

as a left-hand version and a right-hand
version. Atoms bonded to the ring reside
on one side of the ring only, introducing
stereochemistry to the molecule.

that looks like an aziridine. The overall
analysis, referred to as ‘retrosynthesis’,
helps the team to decide which aziridine
to use.

As part of Professor Ha’s synthetic route
to prepare alkaloids, the aziridine ring
must be opened. When this occurs,
the orientation of the atoms bonded
to the ring is preserved. This is what
makes aziridines particularly useful in
the preparation of alkaloids. Professor
Ha’s team utilises the stereochemical
properties of aziridines that bear
spatially unique groups to help them
synthesise alkaloids with the desired
stereochemistry.

Cancer Treatment and Mosquitos

Another challenge for the team is to
choose an appropriate aziridine that will
eventually lead to the required alkaloid.
As is the case with many research
projects of this scope, Professor Ha and
his colleagues plan each step by first
considering the chemical structure of
the alkaloid they want to synthesise.
They then work backwards from the
product, rearranging the bonds on
paper to visualise what the previous
step would look like. This analysis is
repeated until they reach a compound

Regarding the chemical structure, the
Microgrewiapine A molecule contains
a ring composed of five carbon atoms
and one nitrogen atom. An aziridine
ring is composed of three atoms, so
during the synthesis, the team had
to open the aziridine ring and then
close a chain of atoms to form a larger,
six-membered ring. Impressively, they
were able to isolate the left-hand and
right-hand versions of Microgrewiapine
A. Through a detailed analysis, the
team confirmed which version exists in

One of the alkaloids of interest to
Professor Ha’s team is known as
‘Microgrewiapine A’. This compound is
known to target cancerous colon cells
in humans while ignoring healthy cells.
Microgrewiapine A can be extracted
from the stem bark, branches and
leaves of the orange jasmine tree, which
is commonly found in many parts of
south Asia.
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nature by comparing the natural form of
Microgrewiapine A with their synthetic
forms.
The overall process of converting
the required aziridine compound
into Microgrewiapine A is significant
undertaking. Quite often, chemists
will aim to synthesise one alkaloid
while remaining open to the possibility
of synthesising other alkaloids with
similar structures. This approach takes
advantage of the lessons learned in
making one alkaloid, and can be more
productive from a research standpoint.
During the synthesis of Microgrewiapine
A, Professor Ha and his colleagues were
also able to record the preparation of
other alkaloids that contain a sixmembered ring. The team achieved
this by making very small adjustments
to some of the steps involved. One of
the other alkaloids produced is known
as ‘Microcosamine A’. This alkaloid
was first extracted from the leaves of a
shrub found in China called Microcos
paniculate, and is used in traditional
medicine to treat digestion related
ailments. Microcosamine A is also
known to have insecticidal properties

and can effectively target the larvae of mosquitos. Remarkably,
the only difference in the chemical structure of these two
alkaloids is the presence of a few additional atoms bonded to
the six-membered ring in Microgrewiapine A.
‘However, we found versions of handedness, as left-hand
and right-hand versions of natural Microgrewiapine A and
Microcosamine A are opposites,’ says Professor Ha. ‘This was
achieved with measurements of the optical rotation of the
molecules.’
The synthesis of both Microgrewiapine A and Microcosamine
A was a first for the community and a major achievement for
Professor Ha’s team. The process involved at least eight steps
starting from the required aziridine. The complexity of this feat
also demonstrates the power and control of plants, which can
produce such diverse compounds, using only water, carbon
dioxide, sunlight and minerals drawn from the soil.

eventually close a chain of atoms to form the six-membered
ring.
To keep the synthetic procedures as simple as possible and
reduce chemical waste, they performed many of the reactions
in one vessel. This approach to chemical synthesis is known
as a ‘one-pot’ procedure and is generally much quicker and
easier than performing each step in a different vessel. About
50% of the aziridine was converted into the alkaloid, which is a
commendable achievement given that the process involves at
least four steps.
Another significant finding for Professor Ha and his team was
the synthesis of ‘biemamide B’ and ‘biemamide D’, which
was another first for the community. Both alkaloids have
been extracted from bacteria and are known to prevent the
transformation of healthy human cells into cancerous cells. This
time, the ringed structure found in both alkaloids is composed
of four carbon atoms and two nitrogen atoms.

Spruce Trees, Fire Ants and Bacteria
The six-membered ring described above is also a key
component of many other alkaloids. Professor Ha and his
colleagues have published the synthetic pathway needed to
produce the compounds ‘dihydropinidine’ and ‘isosolenopsin’.
Dihydropinidine is an alkaloid that functions as a defence
chemical of evergreen spruce trees found in North America, and
can also be found in the Mexican ladybird beetle. Isosolenopsin
can be extracted from fire ants’ venom and is known to exhibit
numerous properties. These include the breakdown of red
blood cells, antibiotic activity against bacteria as well as
antifungal properties.
Structurally, both dihydropinidine and isosolenopsin have
the same six-membered ring found in Microgrewiapine A and
Microcosamine A, described previously. The key steps involved
in the synthesis of dihydropinidine and isosolenopsin were
also similar. The team had to open the aziridine ring and then

As with all other examples presented, the researchers started
from the required three-membered aziridine ring and, following
multiple stages, eventually synthesised the desired biemamide
alkaloid. In addition, the team was able to confirm which hand
was present in nature, by comparing the analytical data of their
synthesised forms of bienamide B and D with the naturally
derived forms of each alkaloid.
A Promising Future
In conclusion, Professor Ha and his colleagues have made
significant progress in the synthesis, structural identification
and understanding of a range of medicinal alkaloids, built
using commercially available aziridines. They hope that their
work will increase the availability and reduce the cost of these
important compounds, towards improving people’s access to
life-saving medicine.
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